
NYU Visionary Studios 
 
 
Unit Title/Overarching Question: “Are we better off today than we were 50 years ago? How 
and why?” 
 
Lesson Title:   “A Matter of Time” 
 
Context: VIsionary Studios is an eight week, theme-based studio program for high school             
students that addresses significant social issues and the ways in which art and artists influence               
society. Each class addresses a theme such as war, propaganda, environment, or re-visioning             
history and uses group discussion, field trips, and artistic exercises to develop student ideas for               
a more complex final project. Classes conclude with an exhibit of final works in NYU’s               
Commons gallery for a wide audience of parents, friends, teachers, and NYU faculty. The              
program is open to young artists of all experience levels.  
 
Subject Area: Visual Art (Including animation, photography, illustration, and more) 
Grade level: 9-12 
Time: Eight 2-hr sessions (4-5 lessons, 3-4 studio sessions) and final exhibition. 
 
 
 
Sub-questions:  
 

● How does your lived past affect you today? How have you changed over time? In what                
ways have your life or you as an individual improved? Worsened? 

● How has our collective past influenced our present? What major changes have occurred             
in the past century? What change was the most significant to you? What implications              
have they had on your life? 

● How is history told? Where can we find stories of the past today? Who is telling the                 
story? What parts of the (hi)story are factual or fictitious?  

● How do we tell the stories of our personal stories or communal histories? How can               
reflecting on the past and acting in the present make changes for the future? 

 
Overview:  
 
Repeat, fast-forward, rewind, pause, recycle, live, delay: these terms are part of the language              
we use to describe how temporality is manipulated in the contemporary world. Recent             
technological advances facilitate an unprecedented alternation, compression, and extension of          
time. These new possibilities coexist with a vision of history as fractured, contradictory, and              
subject to multiple interpretations. The work of contemporary artists examined in this unit             
explores some of the tensions embedded in recent experiences of time. These experiences             
include watching time pass; marking, suspending, condensing, or elongating its flow; developing            
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narratives based on cyclical, organic, or illogical models of time; addressing history through the              
memory of oppressions, displacements, and alienation; and considering how the past infects the             
present. Centered around the question, “How do artists evoke and transform time in their              
work?”, students will make their own time based work in this unit, employing relevant strategies               
to question its history, passage, duration, or logic. 
 
Learning Objectives: 
 

● Students will understand the concept of history as a subjective and manipulated story of              
the past. Students will question WHO is telling these stories, WHY they are told, and               
HOW such storytelling impacts history over time. 

● Students will learn and employ a variety of concepts around the manipulation of time as               
a narrative technique.  

● Students will research and synthesize knowledge of the past with present experiences            
and ideas of the future.  

● Students will learn techniques of various forms of animation (flip books, stop motion,             
comic strip, etc), the basics of photography (pinhole cameras).  

● Students will learn principles of design, expand their drawing abilities and large scale             
painting. 

 
Assessment of Student Work: 
 
Students will be assessed on the following criteria formatively and cumulatively           
throughout the semester: 
 

● Does the student participate in class (class discussions, group work, workshop/demos)? 
● Do the student’s comments and work demonstrate consideration of and reflection upon            

the themes discussed? 
● Does the student’s work reflect personal research alongside content discussed in class? 
● Does the student participate in critiques by reflecting on his or her own work and               

providing constructive feedback for peers? 
 

 
Rubric 
Components 

Point Scale Student  
Score 

4 3 2 1  

student 
participation in  
class 

Student 
actively 
participates in 
class 
discussions 

Student 
participates in 
class 
discussions 

Barely student 
participates in 
class 
discussions 

Student does 
not participate 
in class 
discussions 

 

student’s work Student work 
reflects 

Student work 
partially 

Student work 
reflects few 

Student work 
does not 
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personal 
research 
alongside 
content 
discussed 
during class 

reflects 
personal 
research 
alongside 
content 
discussed 
during class 

personal 
research 
alongside 
content 
discussed 
during class 

reflects 
personal 
research 
alongside 
content 
discussed 
during class 

Final Artwork Final Artwork 
shows an 
excellent use 
of techniques. 

Final Artwork 
shows a good 
use of 
techniques. 

Final Artwork 
shows a 
standard use 
of techniques. 

Final Artwork 
does not show 
any use of 
techniques. 

 

 
 
Unit Overview 
 
This course begins with an exploration of time in relation to personal experiences through              
reflection on each student’s past, present and future. The second half of the unit will expand to                 
encourage students to place their personal stories within a larger framework of time and history,               
and to explore broader themes in contemporary society (20th and 21st century). 
 
 
 
 
SECTION A: “The Personal Past and Present: Are you better off today than you were 5 
years ago? Where did you come from, where have you been? How do you tell that story? 
How does your history influence your present?” (3 classes) 

 
LESSON 1: “Stories Heard and Stories Told”: Who are we? What is the 
relationship between “Story” and “History” 
On the first day, we begin with several activities to get to know one another through                
storytelling and begin thinking about time and memory around “stories” and “histories.”.            
We create Storytelling Accordion Books, exploring how memories and history can be            
told in multiple ways.  
 
Objectives:  

● Students begin to consider “time” in relation to storytelling, personal narratives, 
and representation. 

● Students will compare and contrast the words “story” and “history”. They will also             
analyze and question the ways that stories/histories can be told, and who            
benefits from the dominance of certain stories over others (context: Christopher           
Columbus).built upon more in a lesson 4.  
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LESSON 2: “Photography as a time-based, storytelling medium! (PART I)”: How 
can photography manipulate real life? 
Begin looking at the ways photography can used to document moments through a quick              
history of the medium and some of the basic functions of a camera. Students will cycle                
through 4 photography exploration stations (DIY Photo Booth, Camera Simulator, Photo           
Library, Camera Obscura)  to interact with the medium in different ways.  
 
Objectives:  

● Students will be introduced to the history of photography as a medium and 
understand its theoretical potential as an art form and storytelling medium.  

● Students will generate specific ways that photography can be manipulated 
through a series of immersive exploration groups, slideshow, lecture, and 
brainstorms.  

● Students will gain a cursory understanding of the optics of photography, and will 
gain experience working with aperture and shutter speed in tandem to 
successfully manipulate light in a photograph.  

 
LESSON 3: “Photography as a time-based, storytelling medium! (PART II)”: How 
can I use photography to manipulate real life? 
Students will continue to explore the functions of photography through additional 
examples of photography and a small in-class portrait project with a selection of 
photographic mediums (digital, b&w film, instant film).  
 
Objectives:  

● Students will understand the interaction of light and time to create images, and 
the ability to manipulate light, time, and other elements to alter those images.  

● Students will brainstorm and execute a photographic portraits that reflect 
consideration for the key ideas discussed (photo manipulation, 
past/present/future, identity). They will become familiar with the process of 
ideating around a project before beginning to work as a common art-making 
practice. 

● Students will reflect upon different photographic media and make deliberate 
choices based on their considerations of advantages and limitations of old and 
new photographic forms.  

 
 

SECTION B: “Chronicling: How do we representing narrative time?  In what ways can 
visual art forms portray time? What are different forms of durational media?” (2 classes) 
 

LESSON 4: “Chronicling Pt. 1”: How do we representing narrative time? In what 
ways can visual art forms portray time? What are different forms of durational 
media? 
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In this class we will explore “durational media”: different visual art forms that portray              
stories over time. Students will reflect on the ways visual art forms such as animation,               
cinema, video performance art, cartoons/graphic novels, and timelines portray and          
manipulate time when telling stories, and the effects their choices can have on the              
meaning of a story. Students will combine this theory with real experience in the flipbook               
and comic book workshops included in this lesson.  
Objectives 

● Students will apply the technique of animation in flip book workshop or comic 
strip narration and design in graphic novel workshop 

● Students will compare and contrast different forms of durational media as an art 
form and storytelling medium. 

● Students will reflect on techniques of time manipulation in various works of art 
and how these traditional and contemporary techniques operate to narrate a 
story or alter its meaning.  
 

LESSON 5: “Chronicling Pt. 2”: How do we representing narrative time? In what 
ways can visual art forms portray time? What are different forms of durational 
media? 
We will continue to explore “durational media,” shifting from flip books and comic books              
to animation. Students will learn the basic principles of creating a stop motion             
animation, including creating and erasing large scale drawings with charcoal,          
photographing, and video editing. In small groups, students will produce 10-20 second            
animations and have a screening at the end of class. 
Objectives 

● Students will be exposed to and experiment with different techniques of narrative            
representation through animation.  

● Students will learn and apply the techniques of charcoal drawings, stop-motion           
photography, and simple video editing to develop a short animated film. 

 
SECTION C: Step Back, Step Forward: Are we better off now than we were 50 years ago? 
Why? Who is “we”? What changes that have occurred are the most important to you? 
How do your experiences and personal story influence your opinion? What can we do 
right now make sure we are better off tomorrow than we are today? (3 classes) 

 
LESSON 6: “Final Projects Part 1! Group Thinking & Mind Mapping” 

The central focus of this lesson is to guide students to develop a topic for their final                 
project. This will essentially act as a prep class so that students can come week 7 and 8                  
and get right to work on thoughtfully considered themes. Students will think critically             
about and engage with the potential final project topics through individual, small group,             
and full class exercises, including discussions and mind-maps. By the end of class,             
students will submit proposals including intended topic and required materials for the            
following two weeks. 
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Objectives 
● Students will develop final project topic ideas and plans for mediums/materials 
● Students will learn to work individually and collaboratively to generate ideas for 

projects and support/research/inspiration for each other’s works. 
 
 

LESSON 7 Final Projects Part 2! Get To Work 
The purpose of this class is to provide students with the time and resources to begin                
work on their final projects. Students should come to class equipped with thoughtful             
project topics developed in the previous week, and will spend the first 20 minutes of               
class refining, planning, and placing in the context of our class’s theme “It’s A Matter Of                
Time.” Students will also be exposed to a selection of works of contemporary art that               
relate to each student’s specific ideas discussed during one-on-one sessions in week 6.             
At the end of class, students will have the opportunity to share and request feedback on                
their works-in-progress to prepare them to finalize their works during week 8. Through             
that critique, they will also get the opportunity to provide constructive feedback to their              
classmates.  
 
Objectives: 

● Students will develop skills of self-direction and time management as they plan 
and execute their final projects throughout weeks 7 and 8. 

● Students will learn to and engage in a constructive critique with peers. They will 
then reflect on, revise, and refine their artwork ideas. 

● Students will gain experience selecting, organizing and designing images and 
words to produce their artwork in response to contemporary issues. 

● Students will demonstrate understanding of and respond to a contemporary 
subject, such as beauty standards for women and immigration reform, through 
creation of a visual art and statement 

 
LESSON 8 Final Projects Part 3! Finish Work   
The purpose of this class is to provide students with the time and resources to               
begin/finish work on their final projects. Students should come to class equipped with             
thoughtful project topics developed in the previous week, and will spend the first 20              
minutes of class refining, planning, and placing in the context of our class’s theme “A               
Matter Of Time.” Students will also be exposed to a selection of works of contemporary               
art that relate to each student’s specific ideas discussed during one-on-one sessions in             
week 6. During this class, students will have the opportunity to share and request              
feedback on their works-in-progress to finalize them for the exhibition on the next day.              
Through that critique, they will also get the opportunity to provide constructive feedback             
to their classmates while finishing their artworks for the final exhibition. 
 
Objectives 
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● Students will develop skills of self-direction and time management as they plan 
and execute their final projects throughout weeks 7 and 8. 

● Students will learn to and engage in a constructive critique with peers. They will 
then reflect on, revise, and refine their artwork ideas. 

● Students will gain experience selecting, organizing and designing images and 
words to produce their artwork in response to contemporary issues. 

● Students will demonstrate understanding of and respond to a contemporary 
subject through creation of a visual art and statement. 
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